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Abstract

This thesis investigates the use of a sensor network on a bridge span to
determine vehicle parameters such as weight and classification. An algoritlim
is developed and used to identify vehicle events on the bridge. These events
are then matched with manual classification labels in order to study the
features that distingr-rish various vehicle classes.

A number of features are extractecl from both labetled ancl unìabeled
event files. General trends in the features over time and temperature are
discussed, and an attempt is made to estimate the weight of the vehicle from
sirnple features.

Finally, perceptron and radial basis function neural networks are used
to classify vehicle events based on the extracted features. A search of the
parameter and feature spâce is performed in order to find the best network
options. Ttials with training and test data from the same and different
seasons are cotnpâred. In adclition, the vehicle weight estimate is improved
through the use of the classification networl<s.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Problem
An interesting development in the field of civil engineering is the practice
of Strrictural Health Monitoring. As infrastructure ages, and as new design
methods and materials are being developed, designers of large infrastructure
projects are increasingly r-rsing strain sensors to monitor the health of their
structrires. These sensors can be used to verify the changing conclition of a
structure over time.

Since structures are nov/ being built with sensors already incorporated
into them, it is useful to consider what other information may be extractecl
frorn the clata that they will collect. One interesting application is the prob-
lem of vehicle classification and weighing on bridges.

One significant factor in the health of a bridge is the number of large,
heavy vehicles that pass over it [8]. T]affic engineers are often quite inter-
ested in understanding what type and weight of vehicles travel over particular
structures. To this end, many commercial weigh-in-motion (WilVI) and ve-
hicle classification systems exist Ii].

One type of WIM systetn currently being investigated involves the use of
electrical strain sensors embeddecl in the longitr-rdinal spans of a bridge to
estimate vehicle parameters. In fact, collmercial systems using this technol-
ogy have already been patented [2]. As this technology improves and these
systems become ntore cornrnonplace, it wiil be important to irave a sound
understancling of the challenges and limitations inherent in their design.

To this encl, this thesis will focus on a stucly of the stability and re-



liability of various parameters which would possibly be used in a practical
bridge-based WIM or bridge-based vehicle classifier. Particular attention will
be paid to changes in the parameters due to temperature and aging of the
structure and sensors.

In order to do this, the problem of vehicle classificatiorl was investigated.
Sensor data was collected from an instrumented span of the North Perimeter
Bridge over the Red River in Winnipeg, Manitoba. This data was then
correlated with manual vehicle classifications from an observer on site. All of
this data coliection was performed in both the summer and winter seasons in
order to investigate the effects of temperature and time on classification. A
number of parameters were chosen based on their ability to predict the class
of vehicle which travelled over the bridge, and a variety of neural networl<s
were trained with the data to make class predictions based on new data.

Investigations of the classification errors using training and test data from
the same season and from different seâsons were compared in order to deter-
mine the effects of changes to the parameters due to long term effects.

1.2 Prior Work
There are a number of previous studies on using strain gauges on bridges
to collect information about the weight and type of vehicles that pass over
the bridge. An article by Moses (1979) describes a WIM system using in-
strumented bridge spans to measure vehicle and axle weights using a least-
squared algorithm [9]. In this application, tape switches were usecl to deter-
mine the speed and axle spacings of the vehicle, and strain measurements
were used to estimate the weight.

Peil (2005) describe an analysis of vehicle weights by type. They divide
their vehicle types into four classes: Cars, light or empty trucks, ordinary
trucks, ancl heavy trucks. They distinguish between the four types by gen-
erating a histogram of vehicle weights and using discriminant analysis to
estimate thresholds of 3, 17, and 28.5 metric tons [12]. The prupose of their
anal5,5i5 is to aicl in the estimation of damage to structures by vehicle loacling.

Loren Carcl (2004) uses a unsupervised neural networl< to identify inter-
esting events on a nurnber of instrurnented structures. This system is flexible
in that it doesn't require the input of a rnodel of the structure, and has been
shown to worl< with structures as diverse as briclges and statues. The cle-
scribed system uses iuput from multiple strain sensors and accelerometers



to provide a novelty index of each interval of time [a]. Such a system could
be used to identify vehicle crossings or overweight vehicles on bridges. This
thesis uses a modified version of the concept of the novelty index in order to
identify vehicles for classification.

A model of the static and dynamic loading of a bridge under various
vehicle loads was done by Leming and Stalford (2003). They analyzed the
theoretical response of the bridge under many conditions, and came to the
conclusion that the truck weigÌrt could be determined quite well [7]. However,
their results required an accurate model of the trucl< and bridge, and they
did not test their results against measurements in the field.



Chapter 2

Data Collection

2.L Bridge Sensor System
The data for this thesis was collected from the North Perimeter Highway
Red River Bridge in Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada. A section of the deck
on this bridge was replaced and electrical strain gauges were added to the
structure. The prirnary purpose of these sensors was to evaluate the quality
of an experimental deck design. The new decl< uses a GFRP-reinforced steel
free design.

Electrical strain gauges (ESGs) were installed in a number of places on
the deck, straps, and girders of the bridge section. Specifically, fifteen trSGs
were installed on girders, with five near the abutment and ten in the middle of
the span. Twenty ESGs were installecl on straps between the girders around
the mid-span, with five sensors per girder spacing. Additionally, fourteen
sensors were installed into the deck itself. See Figure 2.1for sensor locations.

A number of these sensors were found to be unusable for this thesis, for
a number of reasons. A few sensors appeared to be electrically disconnected,
and showed only a constant value for each sample. A number of other sensors
were completely insensitive to events on the bridge, which could indicate
problerns with the sensor itself, the attachment, or the location of the sensor.
After removing these sensors frorn the list, nine girder ESGs, thirteen strap
ESGs, and five decl< ESGs remained.

The instrumented deck span is 25m in length, and covers two lanes in the
eastbound direction. There is also a merging lane which ends right before
the span begins. There is a slight uphill gracle, ancl the combination of this



Red Fìiver - North Perimetêr Bridge
Sensor Locatíon Diagram
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Figure 2.1: Sensor locations on north perimeter red river bridge

and the merging lane means that vehicles typically approach the span at a
variety of speeds. lVlerging traffic is typically slower, while the rest of the
traffic moves near the posted speed limit of 100 hrn/hr.

The ESGs were sârnpled continuously by a structural health monitoring
system at a rate of 100 samples per second. This data is moved immediately
over the Interuet to a database at the University of lVlanitoba. Data for this
thesis was downloaded from the offiine copy of this database over a range of
dates from July 2007 to February 2008.

2.2 Event Detection
The first challenge that this thesis attempts to solve is the problem of clis-
tinguishing vehicle events from normal loads. With twenty-seven sensors
sending 100 samples per second, over 900 I\4b of data is generatecl by the
structure every day (after discarding useless sensors). Obviously, processing
this rnuch clata would be problematic, so it is necessary to separate heavy
vehicìe events from the bachgrouncl traffic.



2.2.L Event Detection Algorithm
Prior work in this area has identified that "normar" output for this type of
structure is a relatively flat signal [4]. with this in mind, a novelty detection
algorithm was developed that attempts to distinguish how much energy is in
the signal relative to normal deviations.

This algorithrn is based on a number of running averages, implemented
using digital low pass IIR filters. The forrnula for upclating these averages is:

ït - Ut-t'9t : 'Ut-t
T

(2 2)

The variance of the signal frorn this average, s¿,¡, is then calculatecl as an
estirnate of the instantaneous energy of the signal:

s¿,À: (tr,u- l-tt,r)2 (2 3)

. Two ruuning averages of this variance are then collected. One of these
lon o

si-¡.-", uses a loug time constant, and is meant to estimate the normal energy
of the signal. In this way, sensors that are normally more sensitive can be

(21)

where gr¿ is the new "average" value, at¡ isthe most recent average value,
z¿ is the most recent input, and r is the time constant of the average. Usi¡g
this formula, gr¿ will track gradual changes in r¿.

Oue clownside to this algorithrn is that it needs to be given an i¡itial value
when the systern is started or restartecl. In orcier to minimize the irnpact of
restarts on the system, the time constant r is initially set to be 1, ancl is
gradually increased with each new sample until the ciesired time constant is
reached. This rneans that a "normal" average of the first points are usecl
until a number of samples equal to the time constant have been collected.

The first average collectecl for each of the 27 sensors is the average val¡e
of the signal, ¡-r¿,¡. The subscript k in ttris vahie indicates that the average is
being collected for the kth sensor. This average is collected because strain is
measured relative to a base straiu. That is, the strain induced.by an event
is rneasured relative to the strain that existed before the event, In orcler to
elininate gradual, temperature-related strain drift from the measurements,
this average is subtractecl from all further novelty calcuiations. The time
constant of this average is set to 2000 samples, or 20 seconds.

Ft,k : I'Lt-t,x i
rLt - þt;.t;

2000
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given a lower significance, while sensors that usually have very iittle variance
can be given more weight. The tirne constant of this running average is 30000
samples, or 5 minutes.

(2.4)

Tlre second running average of variance , sl:f" , is intended to smooth out
the energy of the signal over the duration of an event, so that the beginning
and end of the event can be more easily established. A time constant of 100
samples, or 1 second, is used for this measurement.

^Long ^Ion(t , s¿'À' - s¿rTf,k
Io¿,À - o¿-1,À'- 

30000

^sltorl ^slrcrL , s¿'1' - tt':"{,tu
5¿,À' :5¿-1,À* 

tOO
(2.5)

The instantaneous novelty index n¿,¡ is then calculated for each sensor by
taking the ratio of the short and long variance averages. An example of a
typical novelty index is given in Figure 2.2.

^sl¿or t5¿.À
TLt,k: -"""

S+ ¡,"
(2.6)

Finally, the average novelty index of all27 serlsors is computecl to generate
a instantaneous global novelt5' index for the entire structrire:

11



^r Ð?r:rrr.t.lvr:+"27 (2 7)

2.2.2 Event Novelty Thresholds
Once the instantaneous novelty index is found for each sample, it ca¡ be used
to identify interesting events. However, it is important to select a reasonable
value for the cut-off threshold. If this threshold is set too low, then too many
events will be detected which do not actually correspond to heavy vehicles.
Also, events which occtrr in quick succession are rrrore likely to be lumped
into a single rnultiple vehicle event. Conversely, if the threshold is set too
high then events may be missed.

AIso, in order to avoid very short events, hysteresis is necessary. Tlial
and error identified that using a threshold of 1.4 to identify the bãginning
of the event and 1.3 to identify the end of the event producecl a reasonabie
trade-off between very few undetected vehicles and not too many detections
of non-events.

The data from each sensor for the event, along with one second of clata
before and after the eveut, was separatecl into a file for further processing.
The running average value of the signal at the beginning of the eve¡t was
snbtracted from the data in order to give it a zero value in approximately
the same region as the unexcited sensor signal.

2.2.3 Novelty Algorithm Problems
A few problems were noticed when r-ising the novelty cletection algorith¡r
on large amounts of real-life data. In particular, the clata from the system
included several missing sections of time and regular jurnps in the values
frorn the sensors.

vlissing values were handled by simply ignoring events which spanned
the time jump, and resetting the averages when the data returned. This
"resetting" was handled as described in section 2.2.f .

Jumps in the values of the sensors occurrecl in two ways. First of all,
at times all of the sensors in the system woulcl change value drarnatically
over a, couple of sarnples. In order to avoid missing a large number of events
following such a change, an extremel5, shor, rnnning averâge with a time
constant of only 50 samples (If2 seconcl) was kept for each sensor, alcl a¡y

12



deviations of more than 1000 microstrain from this running average triggered
a reset of all of the running averages used in the algorithm. A few sensors
which were identified as problematic were exciuded from this algorithm.

In addition to these global jumps, occasionally a single sensor would jump
mornentarily to an extremely large value. This was probably due to a loose
connection in the wiring somewhere. Since these events were more common,
it was decided that a global reset would not be necessary. Since the novelty
index of the system returns to "normal" with an exponential decay, extremely
large jumps in any sensor produced extremely long events (since the novelty
index would tal<e a long time to decay below 1.3). Therefore, in order to
rem.ove these events from the data, all events that had a duration of more
than 10 seconds were discarded.

2.3 Manual Event Classification
In addition to automatic detection of vehicle events, a number of vehicle
events were observed ancl categorized manually. This occurred on four sepa-
rate dates.

2.3.L July Data
On Jnly 72th, 2007, a pair of vehicles of known weights were sent over the
bridge in a series of controlleci tests. This data was being gathered for a
separate research goal, but it will also be usecl by this thesis in orcler- to
verify the accuracy of weight estimates.

The smaller vehicle in these tests (Figure 2.3) consistecl of a single tr-ailer
and hacl a total weigirt of 395.6 kN, or 40J40 kg. The larger vehicie (Figure
2.4) consisted of two trailers and had a total weight of 62b.b kN, or 632g3
kg. These vehicles were sent over the bridge with a variety of speeds and
lane configurations, and the strain results were collectecl. A total of 11 single
vehicle events were captured, as well as 4 multiple vehicle events.

2.3.2 August Data
Tire first nrajor data collecting day occurrecl on August 22nc1,2007. The
ptlrpose of manual event classification was to provicle labellecl data points so
that generalizations could be made about certain classes of events. For the

13



Figure 2.3: Smaller test vehicle

Fignre 2.4: Larger test vehicle

INTAGB CREDTT: D. McNull

Ilr.lcn Cnno¡r: D. \4cNul¡,
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purposes of this thesis, six classes of events were observed: Normal and large
trucks, and other large vehicles, each of which were further divided into the
left and right lanes.

Normal trucks were defined to be semi-trailer trucks with a single trailer
only. This class was further sribdivided into normal trucks in the left (pass-
ing) lane and normal trucl<s in the right lane. Please note that lefb and right
lanes are relative to the traffic's point of view. This class included both
loaded and unloaded semi-trailers, and all varieties of semi-trailer, including
box, tanker, and flatbed trailers. This class vaguely conforms to FHWA Clas-
sifications 8,9, and 10 [11]. The vehicle in Figure 2.3 would be an example
of this class.

Large trucl<s were defined to be semi-trailer trucl<s with two or more
trailers' Once again, this class was divided into left and right lane eve¡ts.
Also, a variety of trailer types were observed in this class, the most common
being tanker vehicles. This class vagueiy conforms to FHWA Classifications
71, \2, and 13 [11]. The vehicle in Figure 2.4 wouid be an example of this
class.

The final class of vehicles observecl were all other large vehicles which
appeared as if they would trigger the novelty cletection algorithm. This class
included a huge variety of vehicles, including passenger trucks with a trailer,
trucl<s with a non-detachable cargo space, cenent trucks, and road-cleaning
vehicles. Noteable exceptions which were not recorcled in any class include
passellger cars and trucks, vans, ancl ordinary semi-trailer truclcs without a
trailer.

A total of 604 events were observed in this data collection period ancl were
also cletected by the novelty detector. When the obse¡vation data was lined
up with the data from the bridge sensors and the novelty detector, 168 of
these vehicles were founcl to occur in the sarne event as another vehicle, and
were therefore classified into 78 "rnultiple vehicle" events. In acldition, the
novelty detector identified 68 events which were not recorded by the manual
observations but which occurred driring the time period that the observer
was present.

Of the 436 events that were properly labellecl and were not cletected as
multiple vehicle events, 35 were in the large truck class, with lb in the left
lane atld 20 in the riglrt lane. Of the 288 vehicles in the normal truck class,
109 were in the left lane and 179 were in the right lane. Finally, 113 other
large vehicles were observed, with 28 in the left lane ancl the re¡raining 8b i¡
the right lane.

15



Correlating results from the manual observations with the novelty de-
tector events \Mas a non-trivial tasl<. Because the clocks of the two systems
were not perfectly aligned, software was written to fincl the peak correlation
between the two inputs, and the manual observations were shifted by a few
seconds so that they lined up better with the detected events. An autornatic
algorithm then went through all of the data and labelled the events appro-
priately' Approximately 70% of the manual observations had to be adjusted
by up to 5 seconds afterwards in order to match detected events. This was
necessary due to operator delays inherent in the manual observations.

2.3.3 February Data
The final data collecting days occurred on February 5th and 6th, 200g. Two
days were necessary in order to collect the same amount of data due to the
cold weather. The same cìasses and process were nsecl as for the August
data. Also, the same algorithms were used to iine up the detected results
with the observed vehicles.

A total of 564 events were observed in February which were also detected
by the novelty detector. When the observation data was alignecl with the
data from the novelty detector, 142 of these vehicles were found to occur irr
62 "multiple vehicle" events. The noveity detector also identified 176 events
which were not observed manually.

Of tlre 422 events that were labelled and were not part of multiple vehicle
events, 39 were in the large truck class, with 11 in the left lane and 28 in ihe
right lane. The normal truck ciass had 232 vehicies, with 78 in the left lane
and 154 in the right lane. Finally, 151 other large vehicles were observecl,
with 33 in the left lane and the remaining 11g in the right lane.

2.4 Filtering
For the purposes of extracting the load parameters from the signal, it is first
necessary to eliminate extraneous factors such as high-frequency noise ancl
the natural oscillations of the bridge ancl load.

Numerous parts of the system that is being observed by the ESG mea-
surements tend to exhibit uatural frequencies, and will vibrate at these fre-
quencies. For example, the bridge span is supportecl between two s¡ppolts
and when excited by a heavy load it v'ill tencl to vibrate at a fairlv low

16
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Figure 2.5: Ã typical exampre of a rrighly oscilatory event

frequency. Additionally, the suspension systems of vehicles will have their
own natural frequency and the load applied to the bridge spa¡ will tencl to
oscillate as this suspension system vibrates [5].

While observing the outputs of the sensors during events) almost all events
appeared to exhibit some natural frequency. A small subset of these appearecl
to have an extremely powerful vibration at some natural frequency þig.,r.
2.5).

Due to the fact that the frequency of tìrese vibrations woulcl clepend o¡
many factors, including temperature ancl bridge load, as well as vehicle mass
ancl suspension system qualities, it was cleterminecl that filtering the clata
would be best perforrned on a case-by-case basis.

An algorithm was developed to cletermine the natural frequency of tire
event, if it exists. This was done in order to set the cutoff frequency of a
cligital filter to an appropriate level in orcler to filter this frequen"y o.,i. Th.
aigorithm first took a series of FFT rneasurements using 100 sample Ham_
ming windows [13]. Taking one such FFT ever5, 10 samples (90% overlap),
tlre peak of the FFT betweenT.TB2 Hz a'd gg.g11 Hz is fo'nd for each FFT.
The average of these peak frequencies is then dividecl by two, ancl 1 Hz is
subtracted. If this value is less tiran 6 Hz, then 6 Hz is used i'stead.

A low pass digital filter of order 512 is then created usi¡g another Ham-
rning wiudow. This filter is then appliecl to the signal. The values ¡sed by
this algorithm were chosen by trial and erlor to clo a goocl job of eli¡rinati¡i
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Figure 2.6: A noisy event and the effects of filtering

the noise without destroying the underlying load trends. An example of the
results of the filter on the noisy signal from Figure 2.b is given in Figure 2.6.

As a finai step, the median value of the filtered data is subtracted from
the entire signal. It was noticed that some signals had a non-zero base value,
probably due to drift in the strain gauge that wasn't properly compensated
for by the running averages described in section 2.2.7. This ensures that the
zero-value is the true base value in the event. Note that both filtered ancl
unfiltered data are usecl in the feature extraction process.

2.5 Feature Extraction
Once the data has been collected, sortecl into events, labelled, and filtered,
the next step is to extract features from the signal. Since data analysis
by automatecl means snch as neural networlcs would be extremely difficult
with raw signal inputs of hundreds of samples from rnultiple sensors, it is
beneficial to reduce the information presented to tÌre system. In order to do
this, features are extractecl from the signal whicir are expected to contai¡ the
rnajority of the "interesting" information of the signai, and the rest of the
information is cliscarded [3].

A number of different features were gathered frorn the data for this thesis.
These include peak values, signal variance, cross-correlation values, various
measures of the event length, an attempt to count the axle groups in the
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event, and the temperature.

2.5.L Peak Value and Signal Variance
The two simplest features extracted were simply the peak value and the
signal variance. Both of these parameters were extracted from the unfiltered
data, and were intended to give an estimate of the magnitude of the vehicle
load.

These parameters were gathered for all nine of the valid girder ESG sen-
sors, as well as one of the decl< ESG sensors.

In addition, two aggregate values v/ere calcuìated using these parameters.
These values were intended to give a good measurement of which lane the
vehicle was travelling in. The ratio of the sum of girder ESGs 3, 4, and b on
the right hand side of the bridge, divided by the sum of girder ESGs 1 and
7 on the left hand side of the bridge was calculated for both the peak value
and the variance. Please see the sensor diagram in Figure 2.I fot the exact
locations of these sensors.

The peak of the filtered data was also calculated, but it was not used as a
feature. Instead, it was used to identify the start ancl end time of the actual
event within the event data. A threshold of I0ù/o of the peak value was usecl,
and the final time that this threshold is crossecl before the peak is identified
as the start of the event. The first time that the threshold is crossed after
the pealc is identified as the end of the event.

2.5 .2 Cross Correlation
The cross correlation between sensor signals from ESGs at the abutmelt and
trSGs in the rniddle of the span was calcrilatecl in an attempt to estirnate the
vehicle speecl. The peak of the cross coruelation of the first 200 samples (2
seconds) was taken between girder trSGs 2 and 8. These two sensors were
chosen because they both react strongly to events in either lane. A restrictio¡
was adcled that this peak must lie in the first 50 samples of offset in order
to reduce cornputational requirements and eliminate riciiculous results. This
ûreaslrrement was talcen for both filtered and unfilterecl data.

A related measurement, which will be referred to as the start time dis-
tance, involves calculating the difference in the start of the events from the
10% threshold of the filtered data. This measurement was also calculated
between girder ESGs 2 and 8.
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2.5.3 Event Length
A number of measurements of event length were attempted. The first and
simpiest measurement was simply the number of samples collected in the
event by the novelty detector. While this is a measure of the length of the
event data, it is effectively more of a measure of the event intensit¡ due to
the exponential decay of the novelty index.

A fairly accurate measure of the actual length of the vehicle crossing
can be obtained by finding the difference between the start and end times
calculatecl around the peak of the filtered data. See section 2.b.1 for details.
This measurement was performed for both girder ESGs 2 and g.

The next event length measurement was performed on the unfiltered data
from gircler ESGs 2 a'd 8. It involved finding trre peak of the sensor, and
rnarking the point where the sensor value first excee d,eð, 25% of the peak
value, and the point where the sensor first dropped below 25% of the peak
value. A irigher threshold was used for the unfiltered event length -uurur"-
ment because there is rnore noise in the signal.

The event length ancl vehicle speed approximations were chosen because
it is believed that the cornbination of these two parameters would give a1
automatic ciassifier an approximation of trre vehicle length.

2.5.4 Bump Measurements
A final pair of features extracted from the filterecl data were an attempt to
identify and corint axle groups. Since each axle group wo¡ld aclcl load as it
rolled onto the bridge span, it is believed that there should be a disting¡ish-
able "bump" in the sensor clata when this happens.

It was noticecl that these brimps did appear in the data, but they dicl not
always tal<e the form of a local rnaximum. In some cases) as in Figure 2.7,
you can clearly see that there are three axle groups, but only one of these is
a local maximum- In order to identify the other two groups, the concavity
of the graph must be investigated.

A numerical approximation of the concavity of a graph can be given by
its numerical seconcl derivative.

d,-l' ¡,

-j; = rt+t,k - 2tr.r I rt_t,*
Õ,r.'

(2 8)

wren the valne of this second derivative is above zero, the graph is con-
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Figure 2.7: Ã filtered event with three axle groups

cave up. When it is below zero, th.e graph is concave down. The bumps
in the signal are regions that are concave clown, and have a local maximum
absolute concavity. This means that the criteria for fincling the peak of a
burnp is to lool< for a point rn'here the second derivative is both less than
zero, and at a local minimum.

In order to find the local rninimurn, the nrimerical derivative of the seco¡d
derivative is fouud, giving the nurnerical third clerivative. The positive zero
crossings of this function, frorn negative vahies to positive values, wiil iclentify
the local minima of the seconcl derivative.
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As specified above, the criteria for identifying a tirne ú where a burnp has
occrirred will be the following:

d,3ï,,.
-¡o = rr+t.k - 3rt,t l3r¡.-r,r - rt*z,t¡

d3r,,."'," > 0
dt3 -')

d.3t, . ,.^___: < 0.
dtó

t)d,'l+ t.' <ll
dt2
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Figure 2.8: The second derivative is used to identify axle groups

Figure 2'8 illustrates the application of this algorithm to the sig¡al in
Figure 2.7. Four local rninima of the second derivative are found, hãwever
the first of these is in the relatively straight section at the beginning of the
graph. It is disqualified because the second derivative is positive at this point.
So the algorithm counts three bumps at the correct locations on the graphs.

Two different features lvere gathered using this algorithm. The first of
these simply counts the bumps that occur cluring the duration of an event.
The seconcl feature is intended to be a measurement of the vehicle speecl and
counts the time between the second and thircl bumps of the event. In both
cases) only burnps that occur after the estirnatecl start time of the event ancl
before the estimated end time (from section 2.5.Ð are used. Both of these
features are collected for girder ESGs 2 ancl 8.

2.5.5 Temperature
A finai feature attached to each event was the temperature. There were
six temperature sensors on the bridge giving ternperature readings once per
second. The readings from all six sensoïs were averagecl over each minute
and collected on the server. Based on the time of each event, the appropriate
temperature was aiso extracted as a feature.

Note that while this temperature reacling may be less accurate than tern-
perature data from official weather stations, it is llore relevant because these
tetnperature sensors are actnally attached to the structure in the same areas
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as the strain sensors. since the bridge likely has a very high thermal time
constant, the temperature of the bridge will not necessarily be the same as
the temperature of the air.

2.5.6 Feature Summary
Table 2.1 shows the 39 features used in the following sections. All of these
features were extracted from each event, and stored in batch files for pro-
cessing by statistical analysis and neural networks.
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Table 2.1: Features extracted

ID Feature Sensor Filtered
1 Event Timestamp N/A N/A
2 Event Class Label N/A N/A
.) Event Temperature N/A N/A
4 Novelty Detector Event Length N/e N/A
5 Filter Cutoff Flequency Girder ESG 2 N/A
h l'ilter Cutofl Fbequencv Girder ESG 8 N/A
7 Peak measurement Girder ESG 1 No
8 Peak measurement Girder ESG 2 No
q Peak measurement Girder ESG 3 No
10 Peak measurement Girder ES(ì 4 No
11 Peak measurement Girder ESG 5 No
12 Peak measurement Girder ESG 6 No
13 Peak measurement G rder ESG 7 No
74 Peak measurement G rder ESG 8 No
15 Peal< measurement G rder ESG 9 No
i6 Peak measurement Decl< ESG No
I7 Signal Var ance G rdel ESG 1 NIo

18 Signal Var ânce G rder ESG 2 No
19 Signal Variance Girder ESG 3 No
20 Signal Variance (l rder ESG 4 No
21 Signal Variance G rder ESG 5 No
22 Signal Variance G rder ESG 6 No
ot Signal Valiance G rder ESG 7 No
24 Signal Variance Girder ESG I No
L¿ Signal Variance Lr rder ESG 9 No
26 Signal Variance Deck ESG No
27 Ratio of Left Peal<s to Right Various L\O

28 Ratio of Left Variances to Right Various No
29 lVlaximum Cross Correlation G t'der ESGs 2 and 8 No
30 Nlaximum Cross Correlation G rder ESGs 2 and 8 Yes

31 Start Time Difference G rder ESGs 2 and 8 Yes
to Veh cle Length Estimate Gilder ESG 2 No
JJ Vehicle Length Estirnate Girdel ESG 8 No
34 Veh cle Length Estimate G rder -bSG 2 Yes
9tr Vehicle Length Estimate Girder ESG 8 Yes
36 .uump Uount G rder ESG 2 Yes
,1 / Burnp Count G rder ESG 8 Yes
38 Second to Third Bump Distance G ldel ESG 2 Yes

39 Seconcl to Third Burnp Distance G 8del ESG Yes
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Chapter 3

Data Analysis

3.1 [Jnlabeled Data
In addition to the labelled data collected on July 12th, August 22nd, a¡d
February Sth and 6th, at the time of this writing, the systern has been collect-
ing data continuously for over a year. In order to draw general conclusions
about the bridge, trafñc, and system, this data has been collectecl and ana-
ryzed for the period from August 23rd 200T to February 4th 200g.

The raw data was downloaded from the database, and run through the
novelty detection algorithrn. A total of 379602 unique events were identified
by the novelty detector during this period. Unfortunately, there are some
periods of rnissing clata in the results clue to system errors. Specifically, a
couple of days are missing in September, about a week is missing in Novem-
ber, and a few clays at the beginning of January are missing. Due to the
large volurne of valid data, however, it is not expectecl that this missi¡g clata
will be problematic.

In addition, 2 of. these events were manually observed to be disrupting
analysis due to extremely large tlicrostrain values. Specifically, they recorded
strain peaks of over 5000 microstrairr on rna,ny sensors. it is believed tirat
these are actnally clata collection glitches as described i¡ section 2.2.J that
sornehow got through the system. These two events were removed, leaving
379600 valid events.

Due to the iarge temperature variations that Winnipeg experiences, this
data covers over 55 clegrees of temperature readings as reportecl b5, the tem-
peratttre sensors. This includes measurements at -25 degrees Celsius ancl 30
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degrees Celsius. It covers over fi.ve months of aging, night and day cycles, and
a large variety of traffic patterns. The rest of this chapter will be devoted to
interesting results obtained from analyzing this data directry.

3.2 Event füequency and Intensity
Interesting features of the data can be observed by plotting event data versus
time. A plot of the number of events per hour versus time (Figure 3.1)
confirms some expectations and raises some interesting questions. First of
all, as expected, it can be seen that the number of events detected per hour
is cyclic over the day, with more events during the day and less at night.
Also, looking at the graph frorn August to February, it can be seen that the
number of events detected stays relatively constant. If the assumption is
made that there âre no long term trends in the traffic size or frequency, this
confirms that the bridge, sensors) and novelty detection algorithm are not
becoming more or less sensitive over time.

Interestingly, though, there are sorne suprises. It was believed that the
bridge would not be strongly effected by srnall passenger vehicles. However,
on this graph there is a clear trend towards detecting more events during
weekends and holidays, rather than less. Also, a clear peak can be seen on the
clates of December 25th ancl 26tir (Figure 3.3). It seems unlikely that siripping
and other heavy traffic would be more prevalent cluring these clays, so it
seems possible that the system is also cletecting smaller vehicles. The bridge
cloes see fairiy constant traffic of passenger vehicles, so obviously not .,r.iy
passerger vehicle is setting off the system. One possible conclusion is that
some heavier passenger vehicles or vans set it off, or possibly a combination of
many passenger vehicles on the span at once causes an event to be detectecl.

A look at average event intensity over time seems to confirm these con-
clusions. For the purpose of this analysis, event intensity is clefined as the
average of the peak measurements of all nine girder ESG sensors during the
event. Figure 3.2 shows almost the opposite trends as Figure 3.1. While
there is still a clear clay to night cycle, average event intensity is clearly
much higher on weekdays than on weei<ends. AIso, the event intensity re-
mains low for the entire week between Christmas and New year,s Day. In
fact, on Christmas and Boxing Day, average event intensity sta5zs ¡¡" .u-"
cluring the day as it is at the rniddle of the night (see Figure 3.4 for details).
This is despite the fact that those two clays saw the highest nurnber of events
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Figure 3.1: Number of events over entire test

Figure 3.2: Event intensity over entire test

recorded per day over the entire data range.
Please note that when looking at Figures 3.3 and 3.4, the first day on the

graph, December 1st 2007, was a Saturclay. December 25th of that year was
a Tuesday.

3.3 Event Temperature TYends

In addition to plotting event intensity and frequency versus time, trends in
the data by temperature can also be analyzecl. Figure 3.5 shows plots of
average event intensity and number of events versus temperatrire.

Although this graph does show some trend towards larger events at higher
tetnperatules, it cloesn't seem likely that this is a result of the system becom-
ing more sensitive at higher temperatules. Indeed, if that were the case then
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clearer trends in the time graphs woulcl be expected in the previous section
from August to February.

Perhaps the trend in this graph can simply be explained as an artifact of
the daily periodicity of the traffic. Since the heaviest traffic occurs during
the day, when temperatures are at their highest, it shouid not be suprising
that when event intensity is graphed with respect to temperatnre, it appears
that higher temperatures cause larger events. Rather, it should be concluded
that higher temperatures and larger events simpìy tend to occtlr at the same
times.

3.4 KDtr Vehicle Weight Analysis
A final analysis of the unlabeled data is done with l<ernel density estimation

[3]. This process is a means of smoothing out a number of discrete events in
a parameter space in order to create an estimate of the probability function
for an event occurring at any particular point in that parameter space. The
probability function produced is a relative probability distribution only. It
must be normalized in order to become a true probability distribution.

For the sal<e of simplicity, only a single parameter will be used. This
redrices the process to its simplest fonn, with only one dimension. It also
makes the results easy for a human to view and analyze. The parameter
that will be estimated is the saûle event intensity parameter cliscussed in the
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Figure 3.6: Kernel density estimation of event intensity probability function

previous sections, which is composed of the average of the peak measurements
of the nine girder ESG sensors.

Figure 3.6 shows such a probability estirnation using a gaussian l<ernel
with a width parameter of 0.1 microstrain. Please note that due to outliers,
the graph is not zero outside of the range presented, but it will appear to be
zero at, the resolution of the graph so the full range is not includecl.

Since it seems intuitive to assume that ttre peak sensor activation would
be linearly related to the gross vehicle weight of the vehicle causing the eve¡t,
it rnay be possible to use this graph to estimate a function fo, rehicle weight
based on the event intensity. The maximum allowed weight for a veiricle
in vfanitoba is 62500 kg, and this bridge and the surrounding highways do
not have any special weight restrictions [r0]. If the small peak árou"¿ +o
microstrain is assumed to represent multiple-vehicle events, and a margin is
allowed to represent over-weight vehicles, a rough approxirnation can be made
with the intensity of a 62500 kg vehicle at arouncl 32 rnicrostrail. Assuming
a liuear relationship, tiris translates to about 1953 kg per microstrain. Note
tlrat the choice of 32 microstrain was done man.,utty a.r. to a lack of a
deterministic way to select tiris parameter.

In order to check the accuracy of this estimation, tire controlled vehicle
events observed cl'ri'g the July 12 data collection day (Table 3.1) can be
usecl. Since these vehicles were of a known weight, it woulcl be usef¡l to
use their strain intensity results to test this estimate. Looking at the re-
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Table 3.1: Event intensity in microstrain from July vehicles

Ttiaì Lane Speed 40340 kg Vehicle 63783 kg Vehicle
1 Right 25 kmlh 32.308 29.443
2 Right 50 km/h 32.896 37.742
,) Right 75 kmlh 33.020 39.937
4 Right 100 km/h 36.723 40.329
8 Left 100 km/h 44.668 54.569
9 Left 100 km/h N/A 55.477

Average 35.803 42.975

sults in this table, it seems that the smaller vehicle implies a conversion of
1727 l<g per microstrain. The larger vehicle implies a conversion of 1486 kg
per microstrain. Also, during the July tests girder ESG sensor 6 was not
functioning properly, so it was not included in the average.

Obviously, these results are not very consistent. It seems botìr that there
is a large variation of strain readings for the same vehicle, as well as a non-
linear relationship of some kind between average strain peaks and vehicle
weight. Interestingiy, it appears that the average peak strain reading is
increasing dr-iring the trials. Perhaps there is some external factor influe¡ã¡g
the readings over time. While this may cast some doubts on the usefulness of
using strain peaks to estimate vehicle weight, there could sirnply be problerns
with the July data or a non-linear relationship between strain a¡d weight.

Since Figrire 3.6 inclucles every event that exceeded the novelty thresholcl
on the novelty detector, it represents everything interesting that occurs on
the bridge. This will inclucle normal semi-trailer trucks, multiple vehicle
events, sensor glitches, and quite likety many passenger vehicles (see sectio¡
3'2). It would also include vehicles in both the left ãnd right lanes. In the
next section a method of classifying these events will be investigated, ancl it
rnay be possible to refine the probability estimation by class.
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Chapter 4

INeural lNetwork Analysis

The main goal of this thesis was to investigate the possibility of using data
from the sensor network on the bridge to classify vehicles passing over the
bridge. This section will discuss the use of neural networks to attempt this
classification.

4.L Classification Difficulties
First of all, it shoulcl be pointed out that this problem is not as simple as it
might initially seem. While it does seern eâsy for a hurnan operator to make
classification decisions between such clisparate classes as single and multi
trailer trucks, and other vehicles, the sensor networl< does not have as clear
a view of the situation as might be expected. As suggested by sections 2.4
and 3.4, the ability of the system to represent even an instantaneous loading
of the bridge is qr-restionable.

The features chosen in section 2.5 were selected with the goal of providing
good separation between the vehicle classes. However, this problem was
quickly discovered to be more difficult than it seems.

Figtrres 4.7, 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4 illustrate this problem. All four of these
graphs were generated from the results of girder ESG 2 frorn the August
clata for events in the right lane. Although it seems reasonable to expect
that single trailer trucks will be heavier than vehicles in the "Other" class,
and lighter than multiple trailer trucks, these four graphs do not show this
trend at all. The event in the "Other Vehicle" class has a peak microstrain
of about 34, while the duai traiLer trucl< iras a peak microstrain of about
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25. The two single trailer trucks have peak microstrains of about 14 and 42.
While these graphs are artificially chosen to represent the difficulty of the
problem, they are not atypical. Also, while these figures might suggest that
the duration of the event is a good measure of the class, similar variation can
be seen in event duration as well.

While most of the features chosen demonstrated a clear difference in the
ûlean feature value by class, the within-class variation of the feature values
was much larger than the inter-class spacing of mean values. This means
that there was significant overlap between the value of a particular feature in
different classes, and choosing a threshold value to minimize misclassification
becornes a difficult problem.

Part of the problem might be that there is so much natural variation in
the actual vehicles being observed. The class of "Other Vehicles,' represents
both passenger trucks towing empty animal trailers and fully loaded cement
trucks. It also represents busses, which have a similar length to semi-trailer
trucks' The weight of an empty semi-trailer truck ancl a fully toaded truck are
likely extremely different. In addition, various suspension types a¡d trailer
types influence the applicatíon of the load over time.

It is therefore easy to imagine how distinguishing an empty dual-trailer
flatbed truck and a partially-loaded cement truck might be a difficult task.
While it rnay be fairly easy to define thresholcls to classify the ,,typical',
example of each class, the training clata is extremely lirnited in coveiing ali
possible cornbinations of vehicle type, trailer type, suspension type, vehicle
speed, and vehicle loading.

Despite these challenges, automatic classification was stilt atte¡rpted.
However, it is irnportant to note that even an ideal classification algorìth,r,
would be inherently limited by the lirnitations of the data presentecl to it.

4.2 Background
Neural networks are a lnethod of generalizing a function from a li¡rited set
of points. They are loosely based on the structure of biological ¡e¿rons in
the brain. In its rnost generai forn, such a network consists of a number of
artificial neurolls) and a nurnber of adaptable weightecl connections between
these neurons.

Two types of neural networks are usecl in this thesis, a m¡iti-layer per-
ceptron network and a radial basis function networh.



4.2.1 Multi-Layer Perceptrons
The multi-layer perceptron is a network composed of two or more layers of
weights. The first layer of weights connect the inputs to a layer of hidden
neurons' These neurons are referred to as hidden because they exist in be-
tween the inputs and the outputs. The hidden units are connected by a
second layer of weights to either more layers of hidden neurons or the output
neurons- These output neurons are connected directly to each output. White
there are many possible ways to arrange these connections, the most com-
monly used is to simply allow a fully connected network. For example, in a
fully connected two-layer network, every input is connected to every hidden
unit, and every hidden unit is connected to every output unit. This is the
case used in this thesis.

For a multi-layer perceptron, the neurons are very simple. The connec-
tions between the hidden 

'nits and the inputs simply compute a weighted
sum of the inputs. A non-iinear activation function is then applied to this
surn. Examples of possible activation functions include the Heaviside func-
tion, tlre tanh finction, and the logistic sigmoid. The activation function
allows the multi-layer perceptron to model general non-linear transforma-
tions' In this thesis, the logistic sigmoid is used as the transfer function due
to it's computational sirnplicity. It has the following form:

Í(r): 7+e-' (4.1)

In a two-layer perceptron, the weights between the hidclen units and the
output units compute auother weighted sum, this time for each of the hiclclen
units. While auother activation function can be applied here if desired, this
thesis simply uses a linear activation function.

The network is trained by applying a set of inputs, and calculating an
error function of each output value from a target value. The derivative of
this error fttnction is then calculated for each of the output neurons. This
error is then transferred baclç to each hidden neuïon of the network according
to how much inflttence it trad on the result. The weights are then acljusted
in the direction that will redrice the error, by some amount that is equal
to the magnitude of the error times some learning rate. The learning rate
parameter controls how quickly the network adapts to an input.

The method of elror back-propagation is an efficient way of making the
networl< graclually learn to provide a certain output when a certain inp¡t is
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applied. Since the form of the network is extremely flexible, it is possible to
learn and generalize many such mappings at once.

4.2.2 Radial Basis Functions
Radial basis functions are similar in many ways to multi-layer perceptrons.
The rnajor difference is that the first layer of weights and the hidden neurons
are replaced by a set of vectors, called basis functions.

In a radial basis function network, the outputs of the first layer are based
solely on some function of the distance between a basis vector and an input
vector in the input space. In this thesis, the gaussian function is used:

f(r) : e#
In this formula, r represeuts the distance between the input vector ancl

the basis vector. The value of ø is a parameter of the system.
The second layer of the radial basis function network used in this thesis

is sirnply a linear uetwork of weights, exactly like that used to connect the
hidden units to the output units in the previous section.

In a radial basis frinction network, the first and seconcl layers are trained
differently. The second layer is trained using back-propagation as described
before. However, the first layer is trained using the inputs only, with no
knowledge of the target vector. Basically, based on a particular input vector,
the basis vèctors are moved siightly in order that one or more of them might
better represent the inpr-rt vector being appiied. There are a number of
ways to do this, including frequency sensitive cornpetitive learni¡g and soft
cornpetitive learning.

The RBF networlç in this thesis uses soft competitive learning. In this
rnethod, all of the basis vectors are moved proportionally to their activation
in the direction of the input vector. ln tiris way, the basis vectors that are
close to the input vector will rnove the most, since they will have the greatest
activation, while vectors which are rrrore distant will be largely unaffected.
The purpose of this training is to carise the basis vectors to rnove to cover.
the areas of the input space where the inprits are at the greatest concentra-
tion. The second layer then learns a linear function to map basis fu¡ction
activations to outprit vectors. Tlaining on both layers involves an adjustable
learning rate paratneter which affects the clegree to which the weigirts a¡cl
basis vectors change.
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4.3 Neural Network rmplementation Details
For this thesis, both a multi-layer perceptron and a radial basis function
networl< are used to learn a mapping from the feature values to the vehicle
classes. These networl<s function as described in sections 4.2.I and 4.2.2
respectively. However, a few implementation details should be discussed.

First of all, the values of the adaptive weights in both networks are ini-
tially assigned a random value between -0.5 and 0.5. The basis vectors of the
RBF are initiatly set to be equal to a randomly chosen input vector.

Secondly, the training inputs are analyzed for their mean and standard
deviation. Each value applied to the network then has the training mean
subtracted and is divided by training standard deviation. This is done to
normalize the inputs. It is possible, for example, that one rav/ input has
a large variance while another has a tiny variance. This would cause the
neural networl<s to put less weight on the contributions of the second input.
In particular, RBF networks require normalized inputs, since they use only
the distance in input space as their first layer mapping.

Next, the training inputs are applied one at a time to the network. once
all of the inputs have been applied, they are randomly shuffied a¡d then
applied again. This process repeats until a predeterrnined nurnber of trai¡ing
cycles have been performed. The shuffiing is irnportant because with large
learning rates, the last few inputs appliecl at any given cycle would have a
greater effect on the resuit. Shuffiing rneans that while a particular i¡p¡t
might have more influence at the end of one cycle, it will be in a ra¡dorn
location in the following cycle.

In adclition, the learuing rate parameter is graclually recluced clr-rring tire
training process. This reduction is linear, and it is set so that the first cycle
is performed with the initial learning rate, ancl the cycle after the fi¡aÌ cycle
would be done with a learning rate of zero. For example, with 10 cycles ancl
an initial learning rate of 0.1, the first cycle woulcl have a lea¡ring rate of
0.1, and the final cycle would have a learning rate of 0.01, with reductio¡s of
0.01 after each cycle. This is done so that the systern can adapt quickly at
first, and when it has settled into the general area of a goocl mapping, it can
refine its output with smaller and smaller steps until training is cornpleted.

In both neural networks, each vehicle class is represented by a single
output unit. The target vector is set to one if the output represents the
correct class for the inputs, and zero if it does not. The final ciassification
clecision is lnade by cÌroosing the output unit with the highest activation.
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There are a number of adjustable parameters which must be selected for
each networl<. The selection of these values is the topic of the following
section.

4.4 Neural Network Optimization
The optimization of the neural networks were done in two steps. First of all,
the adjustable parameters of the networks are varied with a fixed set of input
features. Then, the input features are varied with the optimal pu.urr.tu6
identified during the first search. Separate optimizations were done for the
perceptron networlc and the RBF network.

All optirnization was done on the problern of classifying the entire Febru-
ary data set using the entire August data set as training. The full data sets
were used in order to provide the best resolution of results for comparison,
and cross-seasonal testing was done to ensure that the results were not spe-
cific to a particular seasorì. Please note that this process will create a bias irr
the results. Since the parameters and features were chosen to optirnize this
particrilar problem, it is likely that when the networks are tested later that
uetworks trainecl with August data and tested with February clata will have
an advantage over other networks.

Two sub-problems are investigatecl in the feature search: a classification
into 8 classes, ancl a classification into 4 classes. ln all following discus-
sions, the 8 class problern includes the following classes (shorthand names i¡
brackets):

1. Unobserved events (XC)

2. "Other vehicle" events, Ieft lane (SL)

3. "Other vehicle" events, right lane (SR)

4. Single trailer trucks, left lane (NL)

5. Single trailel trucl<s, right lane (NR)

6. Vlulti-trailer trucks, left tane (LL)

7. X¡Iulti-trailer trucl<s, right lane (LR)

8. MLrltiple vehicle events (N4p)



The 4 class problem includes only the following classes:

1. Al1 other events (XC)

2. Single and multi-trailer trucks, Ieft lane (NL)

3. Single and multi-trailer trucks, right lane (NR)

4. Multiple vehicle events (MP)

Additionally, in the following sections all trials were repeated 10 times,
and the average hit rate is presented. The hit rate refers to the percentage
of events which were properly classified by the system. Repeated trials were
performed in order to minimize variation due to initial conditions.

when features are referred to, they are specified by integer ID numbers
for the sal<e of formatting. Please refer to Table 2.I for a description of each
feature number.

4.4.1 Parameter Search

The adjustable pararneters of the networlc include the number of traini¡g
cycles, the number of hidden nodes or basis functions, and the initial learning
rate. In addition, the RBF networks also have the gaussian wiclth parameter,
o. Three values were selected for each of these parameters, ancl an exhaustive
search of all combinations was performecl.

The number of training cycles influences how rigidly tire system conforms
to the input. Networks can be overtrained in the sense that they match
the training data very well but do not generalize well to other sets of clata.
The number of hidden nodes or basis functions influences the flexibiiity of
the system. Too many nodes provides a system that is too flexible ancl will
conform to the training data, but will not generaiize well to other data. Too
little flexibility hinders the ability of the system to rnatch complex mappings.

The initial learning rate works with ttre number of training cycles to
adjust how quickiy the system learns. The gaussian wiclth controls the size
of the basis functions, and should be adjusted along with the number of basis
functions to allow the system to cover all the clata in the input space well.

For the following tests, 17 input features were used. The IDs of these
features are 4,7, 8, 10, 16, 19, 25,27,29, 30, 31, 34, 3b, 36, 37, 3g, and 39.
Tirese include a variety of all of the feature types discrissed in section 2.5.

The follorving values rvere tested:



c Tlaining cycles: 1000, 2000, and 4000 cycles

o Hidden nodes/Basis F\rnctions: 20, 40, and 80 nodes/vectors

o Initial learning rates: 0.01, 0.02, and 0.04

c Gaussian Width: 0.05, 0.1, and 0.2 standard deviations

Testing all of the combinations of parameters resulte d in 2T trials for the
perceptron network, and 81 trials for the RBF network. The full results are
not shown here, but variation across the trials was very small.

For the perceptron, the best results were found with 1000 training cycles,
80 hidden nodes, and an initial learning rate of 0.01. Since all of these values
are the maximum and minimum tested, smaller variations were tested as
well from this ideal. The tested variations were plus and minus 100 training
cycles, plus and minus 10 hidden nodes, and plus and minus 0.002 learning
rate. No significant improvement was found, so this was chosen as the ideal
network parameters for the perceptron network.

The best results for the RBF network were founcl witli 2000 training
cycles, 80 basis functions, an initial learning rate of 0.01, and a gaussian
wiclth of 0.2. Once again, the same smaller variations around the extreme
values, as well as plus and minus 0.01 gaussian width, were tested with no
significant improvement. However, the hit rate for a network with 2000
training cycles rvas very close (less than 0.01% difference) to the network
with 4000 training cycles, so a compromise of 3000 training cycles was testecl
with the expectation that the peak lies somewhere between the two values,
and was found to be better. The ideal parameters for the RBF networl< were
therefore choseu to be 3000 training cycles, 80 basis functions, 0.01 initial
learning rate, and 0.2 standard deviations for the gaussian width.

4.4.2 Feature Search

The search of the possible feature space uses an algorithrn clescribecl ln [6]
called "forward selection search procedure". It is a method used in regression
analysis to seiect a set of variabies to include in a rnoclel. Basically, it starts
with a model of only one variable, and calcuiates the fitness of the moclel
with each possible variable. The best variable is chosen, and then it tests
two variable models with the chosen variable and every other variable. If
one or more of these variables improve the model, then the best variable is
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added and the algorithm continues. The process stops when no variable can
be found to add to the model that improves it.

For this thesis, the variables to be chosen are the features from sectio n 2.5.
The fitness criteria will be the average hit rate across ten trials, as described
in the previous sections. Tables 4.1 and 4.2 show the feature search results
for the perceptron network and the RBF network, respectively. These values
are optirnized to solve the problem of classifying the data into 8 categories.
Please use Table 2.7 for a discussion of the meaning of these feature Ibs.

Please note that the algorithm does not add features indefinitely, since
there comes a point where the penalties of a new feature exceed the benefits.
In particular, each new feature adds to the dimensionality of the input space.
\^/ith a fixed amount of training data, this means that the input space is
covered more sparsely by the training data points, which means that the
resuìting mappings will be less clearly defined.

Some interesting information can be found by analyzing these results. For
instance, whetl adding a feature causes the incremental improvement of an-
other feature to decrease, it means that the two features contain redundant
information, attd so when one of them is added, the usefuhress of the other
one is decreased. on the other hand, when adding one feature causes the
incremental improvement of another feature to increase, that i¡rplies that
there is some information contained in the combination of the two features
that isn't apparent when the features are examinecl alone. Exarnples of this
phenomenon call be seen in feature 14 after feature 39 is addecl to the per-
ceptron network, and in feature 24 after feature 11 is addecl to the RBF
networl<.

The results of the algorithrn for the 8 class problem are as follows:

o Perceptron network: Features 4, I0, 12, 14, and 39

o RBF network: Features 4, 8, 11, and 24

Aclditionally, the same test was appliecl to the sirnpler problem of classi-
fying veÌricles into only 4 classes. The results of these tests can be seen in
Tables 4.3,4.4, and 4.5. The ideal features for these problems were found to
be:

o Perceptron network: Features 4,7, IJ, 14, 15,2J,24,32, and 34

o RBF networl<: Features 4, 8, and 34
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Table 4.1: Feature search results for perceptron with g classes

lnput Base Sensors

None 4 4,r2 4,72,70 4,12,10,39 4,12,70,39,1.4
2r.72% -I5.29To -27.82To -35.69y -34.27% -42.12%

4 4L.l7Yo N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
5 27.34Yo 0.20% -6.04Yo -4.59% -5.74% -5.647
o 21.95% -3.8r% -7.937 -6.30% -5.057 -5.06Yo
7 33.02% 4.45To -6.83% -7.38% -6.51% -6.16%
8 34.94% 5.90% -3.66% -5.667 -4.I3Yo -4.27%
9 28.63% 8.66% 4.7]Yo -0.67% -0.r1% -0.79%
10 25.46% 6.86% 5.24Yo N/A N/A N/A
11 28.48% 6.30% -2.52% -2.r0% r.65% -3.32To
T2 3t.74% Ll.72yo N/R N/A N/A N/A
13 28.92% 6.55To -0.35% -0.44% 1 DÐWL.¿ù /O -0.79%
14 29.79% 4.39Y L40% -037% L.77Yo N/A
15 29.42% 7.09% 4.09% I.48Yo -0.4r% -r.397
16 25.3570 6.34% 3.99Y0 0.06% 0.99% -0.05%
t7 26.46% -7.87% -2.r2% -2.857 r.97% -0.96Yo
18 23.32ù/o L.92u/o -0.0s% 0.53% 0.64% -1.73%
19 26.23% 0.44Y r.83% 0.37% 0.84% L.49Yo
20 26.34% 5.50% -2.88% -0.93% -0.76% -2.04%
2I 23.327 -0.02% -0.r8% 0.26% 0.52% -r.30%
22 L¿.òZ /O t.0t% -0.75Y0 0.35% 0.55% r.45%
o9 23.32% 0.29% -0.08% 0.27% 0.56% -I.65Yo

26.68% . -3.05% 2.39% -0.29% O.I4T r.80%
25 qt tqa/L¿.¿a /o I.48Yo -0.rr% 0.23Yo 0.70% r.37%
26 23.32% r.02% 0.84% 0.05% 0.40% -0.76%
27 3r.14% tr.59% -0.64% 0.20% 0.76% -0.98%
28 q9 Ðqa/L¿.¿Z /O r.39% -0.32% 0.27% 0.24% -1.59%
29 24.39% -3.67% É aÐul-¿.tò/o -7.62% -5.35% É ttuT-¿,¿¿ /o
30 24.r2% -0.34% -0.81% 0.02% 0.15% -I.497o
31 24.05% -2.82% -8.26% -7.26% -6.497o -630%
tq 30.53% D D-V/-¿,¿ r /o -6.77% -9.74% -7.87Y0 -8.54%

28.43% t 4rOl
-Ò. L¿ /A -6.77% -6.46Yo -4.70% -5.93y

2A 35.59% 3.52% -0.08% -2.4r% -4.767 -4.04%
Ðr 39.39% 3.87% 1.46% -2.96% -3.54% -2.20%
36 26.68% r.94% -2.0r% -0.90% -r.42% -2.r5%
tn tn nrv¿t.t¿/o 0.27% 0.08% 0.30% -0.877 -r.9r%
38 22.04% -4.70% -6.54% r.31% -3.60% 1 9-WL.¿ t /o
39 22.4r% 2.07% 1.680/0l O.9O7o N/A N/A
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Table 4.2: Feature search results for RBF network with 8 classes

lnput Base Sensors

None 8 8,4 8,4,11 8,4,1!,24

26.83To -7.09% -t9.jrYo -27.81% -24.65%
4 24.24% LL.92Yo N/A N/A N/A
I 17.53% -2.\2vo -3.75To -2.26% -6.1,1%
t) 20.r2% -7.r3% -5.0070 -3.99To -9.2IYo
7 33.48% r.t6% 0.70% 7.43Yo -2.r2%
8 33.9270 N/A N/A N/A N/A
I 23.32Yo -0.63% -r.48% I.I4% I.\IYo

10 23.3270 -0.53Ya -6.68% -0.96% -3.48%
11 29.45% 10.0070 2.80Yo N/A N/A
I2 23.32% -r.07% -3.03% -0.56Yo -3.96To

13 23.32% -0.23% -3.r9% -r.34% -4.0ITo
t4 23.32% -0.72Yo -2.70% -0.88% L.79Yo

15 25.76To 0.29% -3.58% r.62% -0.50%
16 23.32% -0.72Yo D ADU/-ù ,2Ò /o I.0ITo -2.65%
t7 23.34u/o -0.26% -2.73Y0 -2.97% -5.00%
18 23.32% -0.95% -2.68% 0.76% -0.63%
19 23.32% I.OI% -2.44% -0.20% I.05Yo
20 22.82Ya -0.08% -3.05% -0.49% -0.85%
2l 23.32% r.20% -3.06% r.31% r.34%
22 23.32% -0.93% -2.65% -0.03% -r.55%
qt .\e e.JÛl -0.78t/o -2.97% -0.73% -2.36%
.t /1 aD tqlllL¿.¿L /O -0.37% -z.zt /ã 2.84Yo N/A
25 23.32% r.04% -4.0r% -r.66% L.20u/o

26 23.32Yo -0.40% -4.60% 0.02% -3.64%
27 ic 2qo/ -0.8570 -2.77% 0.43% D t n(l/

28 23.32% r.04% -2.21% 0.79% -3.52%
,a 22.39% r.54% t.89% t.r9% -4.79T0

30 24.09% 0.20% o tno/-ù,ù I /A 2.}IYo -2.04Yo
o1J] 24.44% 0.52% -2.67% -r.71% -4.777
32 25.24% 2.30% 0.88% 0.35% -5.09%

2\.29"/o 0.37% -r.r7% 1.43% -5.49%
J+ 75.35% 0.407 t.66% L.5I% -2.16%
DI 28.55% 7s3% -0.rt% -3.20% -4.66%

36 25.00% t.42% -2.76Yo -r.r9% -3.05To
,7 I 28.20% 4.48% -0.87% a qquT-

-4.50To

38 29.L3% r.3rJ% -4.38% -3.BlYo -6.63%
39 33.90% 6.r9% -0.r1% -0.85% t.78%
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Table 4.3: Feature search results for perceptron with 4 classes - Part 1

Input Base Sensors

None 34 34,73 34,13,15 34,I3,r5,24 34,13,75,24,32
D
J 27.59% -38.90% -4t.39% -49.13Y0 -54.16% -54.85%
4 63.69% 3.69% 2.50% 0.27% -0.72Y0 -0.05%
5 39.27% t.66To -5.67% -0.26% L.92Yo -2.04T0
f) 36.8r% 1.49% r.7r% -0.87% -0.76% -0.40Y0
7 44.577o 3.99Yo 3.\|Yo 0.08% -0.58% O.63T0
8 43.67% 4.33% 3.66Y -0.30% l.07Yo -1.37%
q 36.28% 3.64y 4.16% 0.097 -0.44% 0.27%
10 56.63% 0.72% 3.89% 0.27y -0.64% -0.44Yo

11 58.77Yo L5\Yo -4.97% r.94% -2.65% -2.457
t2 6\.TqY 2.58% -2.6r% 0.26% -0.44% -0.24Y0

13 58.25Yo 4.957 N/A N/A N/A N/A
T4 5r.68% -0.50Vo -0.9lYo -0.05To -0.06To 0.46%
15 57.85% 4.86% 5.6770 N/e N/A N/A
16 57.00% 0.77% 3.54% -0.27% -0.52% -0.21%
t7 53.89% -0.85% 1.49% -0.03% -0.99% -0.50%
18 27.59Y -0.r8% -0.46% 0.20% -0.26% -0.06%
19 59.28% 2.líYo z.I I /O 0.43% 0.00Yo 0.08%
20 57.44% -3.70% -4.73% -3.40% -3.87% -3.45%
27 27.59% -0.n% -1.33% -0.n% -0.23% -0.24Ya

22 27.59% -0.r7% r.75% -0.03% -0.27% 0.20%
z,J 27.59% -0.r4% I.20Yo 0.27% -0.20% -0.r4%
24 37.54% 7.92% 2.26"/o o.9L7 N/A N/A
25 27.597 -0.18% -7.37% -0.12To -0.29% 0.r8%
26 53.69% -0.47% 0.35% -0.r8% -0.r4% -0.17%
27 60.46To 2.r3% -3.08% 0.14% -0.56% -0.24%
28 27.59% -0.I\Yo -2.09% -0.02% -0.24% -0.02%
29 39.68Y -0.55% -2.03% 0.75% 0.2\% 0.27%
30 28.43Yo -0.02Ya r.40% -0.20% -0.64% -0.43%
31 28.3r% -0.72Yo -3.29% 0.00Yo -0.40% -2.03%
¿L 49.77% -0.56% 0.32% 0.35% O.23Yo N/A
JJ 4I.6rJ% 0.26% 0.78% -0.23% -0.r4% -0.r2%
34 64.O2To N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
tÉ 62.6s% r.2s% -2.79t/o 0.38% -0.76% r.43%
36 45.35To -r.t7% -3.60To -0.53% t.27% t.28%

55.02Yo -r.28% T.II% 0.75% -0.85% -0.18%
38 44.82% -0.88% -0.4r% -0.56% r.74% r.05%
39 58.84% -0.75Y0 -0.20To 0.34% -0.78% -0.34%
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Table 4.4: Featrre search results for perceptron with 4 classes - Paú 2

Input Base Sensors

34,13,r5,24,32,7 Addine 4 Adding 14 Adding 23

0 -65.75Yo -48.28To -53.83% -50.76%
4 O.5OTo N/A N/A N/A
5 -7.27% 0.30% 0.L8Yo -0.2r%
f) -0.53% -0.08% -0.02Yo -0.93Yo

7 N/A N/A N/A N/A
8 -2.30% L.68Yo -2.04% -2.59%
I -0.30Yo 0.55% 0.05Yo -0.79%
10 0.09Yo 0.73Yo -0.06Yo -0.30%
11 -0.63% -7.79Y0 -2.09T0 -2.03Y
12 -0.06% 0.29% -0.27% -0.88%
i3 N/A N/A N/A N/A
t4 -0.49% L.O4To N/A N/A
15 N/A N/A N/A N/A
16 -0.75% 0.63Y 0.27To -0.27%
17 -0.527 0.47% -0.90% -0.58%
18 -0.78% 0.18% 0.2r% -0.6t%
19 -0.r\Yo 0.27% -0.08% -0.88%
20 -3.20% \.94% -2.68% -3.48%
2I -0.l7Yo 0.05T0 -0.r2% -0.59%
22 -0.32% 0.49Yo -0.23% -0.58%
ot -0.30% 0.38% O.24To N/A
24 N/A N/A N/A N/A
25 -0.35% 0.r8% -0.75% -0.72%
26 -0.18% 0.6r% -0.r5% -0.78%
27 -0.47% 0.20% -0.37% -0.72%
28 0.03% 0.67% -0.30% -0.75%
29 0.26% 0.05% -0.75Yo 1 qDC/

L. Lù /O

30 -0.56% 0.02% -0.697o 1.02%
31 -2.56% t.04% r.48% -2.04%
32 N/A N/A N/A N/A

-0.46Yo -0.87% -1.60% -t.77%
34 N/A N/A N/A N/A
tr r.57% -0.73% I.55Ya -r.63%
36 -r.66% -0.87% -0.95Yo I.II%
JI -L25u/o -0.ß% -0.27Y0 -0.6rY
38 -0.75% -0.4r% r.42% 7.78%
39 -0.24% 0.18% -0.r4% -0.27%
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Table 4.5: Feature search results for RBF network with 4 classes

Input Base Sensors

None 4 4,8 4,8,34

.) 49.54% -lI.43To -t5.ß% -24.04To
4 60.9870 N/A N/A N/A
5 46.65% -3.027 -5.99% -6.r37
6 3r.86Y -9.88% -2.38Yo -3.6r%
7 43.t7% -76.57% -7.77% L.04%
8 4I.36Yo Ð ùõv¿. t z /o N/e N/A
o 27.59% 0.2670 -6.7t% -0.8r%

10 27.74% -5.77To -5.ß% t.52%
11 35.r2% -6.25% -2.16% -I.98Yo
T2 27.59% -0.15% -5.30% r.76%
13 49.54Y0 -0.75% -5.18Y0 -0.84%
T4 27.59% 0.00% -4.63Y r.22%
15 30.49% -33.20% -6.84% r.01.%
16 27.59% -0.30T0 -3.06% -0.58%
I7 53.20% -4.53Yo -3.5r% L.I4"/o
18 27.59% 0.00% -4.88% L.I9%
19 27.59Yo 0.00% -4.74Yo r.04%
20 54.36% r.36% -4.09% -0.24%
27 27.59% 0.00% -5.06% r.L7%
22 27.59% 0.00% -5.26t/o -1.07%
23 27.59% 0.00% -2.45% -r.59%
24 27.59% -0.tr% -3.84% r.20%
otr 27.59% 0.00% -5.03Y0 1.25%
26 27.59Ta -0.24% -3.45% I.637o
27 27.6s% -0.24% -6.28% 7.13Y
28 27.59% 0.00% -6.05% -0.34%
29 37.94% -12.87% -2.55% -3.63%
30 28.35% 0.75% -3.90Yo 1.76%
31 29.28% 0.88% I.86Ya -2.97%
to 30.98% -5.88% 2.97% -2.65%
.).1 25.4r% -4.627 -5.46% r.49%
34 26.57% -0.95% 8.89yo N/e
35 35.56% -2.3e% 6.39% -3.48%
36 45.73% -12.94% I.I7To -4.2r%
,1 I 53.96% -0.06% 5.2r% -2.9r%
3B 44.79% -0.59% 4.28% 1.54%
39 53.5r% 0.58% 5.90% -2.90%
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Table 4.6: Fhll results from al1 neural network tests

Aug Tlaining Feb Tlaining
Problem Network Aug Test Feb Test Aug Test Feb Test

8 classes Perceptron 59.84% 52.2r% 63.93% 63.24%
8 classes RBF 64.757 44.85% 45.08% 4632%
4 classes Perceptron 86.01% 80.75% 77.877 87.62Y
4 classes RBF 82.79Y0 67.65% 63.r7% 68.38%

It is interesting to note that the RBF networks seem to require fewer
features. This is probably due to the fact that RBF networks pay a higher
penalty for a sparsely covered input space, since they need to have basis
functions covering all clusters of data points.

4.5 Neural Network Results
In order to properly evaluate the accuracy of the neural networks in various
situatious, the August ancl February data sets were split into training and
test data sets. In the August da1a, !22 events were chosen at random for
the test set, leaving 459 events in the training set. In the February data, 136
events were chosen for the test set and 520 were left in the training set.

The four neural networl<s identified in the previous section were tested
on four combinations of training and test data. The results are presented in
Table 4.6.

Some interesting results are apparent here. First of all, the bias discussed
in section 4.4 is readìly apparent in the RBF networks, bnt not in the percep-
tron networks. For both of the RBF trials, the August training data with the
August test data had a significant lead over the other clata set combinations.
This is probably because the network parameters and features were chosen to
represent the August data. Therefore, the basis functions could easily cover
the August data, and couid classify this data well. However, when other data
sets were used for either training or testing, the network did not perform as

well.
The data from the perceptron network is also interesting. With the ex-

ception of the 8 class Febrriary training, Ar-rgust testing trial, there is a sig-
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Table 4.7: Loss matrix: 8 classes with perceptron network

nificant drop in the hit rate when using a set of test data from the opposite
season as the training data. This, along with the problerns with the RBF
networks, seems to suggest that there are significant changes in the feature
space between seasons.

In conclusion, the perceptron network seerns to be more resistant to sea-
sonal changes, although it could also benefit from periodic recalibration in
order to reduce errors.

4.5.L Loss Matrices
The loss matrix is a common tool for analyzing the results of a classification
algorithm. Basicaily, it is a table which shows the actual class of an event
verstts the class chosen by the classifier. The actual classes are listed along
the side, while the chosen classes are listed along the top. Eacir column
represents a chosen class, while each row represents an actual class. Events
in the main diagonal of this matrix are properly classified, while events off of
the main diagonal are not. Analysis of the confusion matrix can show where
misclassifications are occurring.

For the sake of formatting, the shorthancl described in section 4.4 is used
to label the classes. Loss matrices are shown for the August training clata
and tlre February test data, for all for-rr types of networl< (Tables 4.7, 4.8, 4.9,
and 4.10).

In the 8 class problem, it seems that the system resists classifying any
events as rlulti-trailer trucks or "other vehicles" in the left lane. This is

XC SL SR NL NR LL LR MP
XC 13 0 2I 4 t,l 0 0 0

SL 0 0 5 1 0 0 0 0

SR 1 0 L2 1 4 0 0 0

NL 0 0 1 16 I 0 0 1

NR 0 0 5 1 28 0 0 0

LL 0 0 0 0 il 0 0 1

LR 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0

MP 0 0 2 2 tr
(J 0 0 2
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XC 11 0 15 15 2 0 0 0

SL 0 0 1 5 0 0 0 0

SR 2 0 11 1 4 0 0 0

NL 0 0 0 16 2 0 0 1

NR 7 0 2 2 22 0 0 I
LL 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

LR 0 ti 0 0 4 0 U 0

MP 1 0 0 5 4 0 0 1

Table 4.8: Loss matrix: 8 classes with RBF network

XC SL SR NL NR LL LR MP

Table 4.9: Loss rnatrix: 4 classes with perceptron network

XC NL NR MP
XC 56 7 4 0

NL 0 16 2 2

NR J 1 34 0

tuP 1 4 J ,
r)

Table 4.10: Loss matrix: 4 classes with RBF network

XC NL NR MP

XC 49 I I 0

NL 1 15 2 2

NR, 8 2 26 2

MP 4 'f 2 2
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probably due to the extremely low frequency of these events in the data. Even
when the input features are in the perfect space for one of these classes, it is
stili more likely that the event is in a more common class, such as unobserved
events or single-trailer trucks. Unfortunately, there appears to be no easy
solution to this problem with the features and data that are available.

The results from the 4 class loss matrices are rnuch better. Witli the re-
duction in classes, all of the possible classes have plenty of training examples.

4.6 KDE Weight Analysis using Neural Net-
\^/ork Classifications

In section 3.4 an attempt was made.to estimate a vehicle's weight by looking
at the kernel density estimate of event intensity. The event intensity was
defined as the average of the peak microstrain rneasurement across all 9
girder ESG sensors. It may be possible to refine this calculation by using the
4 class perceptron classifier that was just tested. This classifier was found to
have a valid classification rate of over 80% over the four classes.

Such a network could be usecl to split semi-trailer truclçs out from the
other vehicle ancl multiple vehicle classes. in addition, it wiil differentiate
between trucks in the left and right lanes. Since it seems probable that
the tneasured event intensity will differ with the lane of the vehicie due to
proximity to the various sensors) this should improve the accuracy of the
KDE.

Tlre four improved KDEs are shown in Figures 4.5,4.6,4.7, and 4.8.
The results for multiple-vehicle events and non-trucl< events are interesting,
particularly in showing the huge variety of event intensities being ciassified in
each of these categories. This indicates that the neural networl< is using more
complex parameters than sirnply the size of the event in order to determine
the class label.

The most useful graphs, however, are Figures 4.6 and 4.7. With these,
the magnitude of a fully loaded vehicle event can be estimated. It seems
reasouable to assume that most trncl<s rvill be below the rnaximum allowed
gross vehicle weight of 62500 kg. By lool<ing at the graph, a value can be
visually chosen for each lane that includes the majority of the trricks.

If the assumption is made that a small portion of the vehicles identified are
actually overweight, a safe choice for the full5, l6¿¿"cl vehicle intensity seems
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Figure 4.5: KDE of non-truck events
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Figure 4.6: KDE of trucl<s in left lane
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Figure 4.7: KDtr of trucl<s in right lane
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Figure 4.8: KDE of multiple vehicle events
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Table 4.11: Event intensity to microstrain conversions

KDE Est. Small Tluck Large Tluck
Left Lane (kg/microstrain) r302 903 1 159

Right Lane (kg/microstrain) 1563 7207 i730

to be about 48 microstrain in the left lane and 40 microstrain in the right
lane. Using the maximum vehicle weight of 62500, this gives a conversion of
1302 kg/microstrain for the left lane and 1563 kg/microstrain for the right
lane, if linear conversion is used.

Referring to the weighed vehicles from the July data in Table 3.1, it is
possible to calculate an average event intensity of 33.587 microstrain for the
smaller truck in the right lane, versus 44.668 microstrain in the left lane. Us-
ing its weight of 40340 kg, conversions of 1201 kg/microstrain in the right lane
and 903 kg/microstrain in the left lane are calculated. Similarly, the large
trucl< has average intensities of 36.863 and 55.020 for the right and left lanes,
respectively. This translates to corlersions of 1730 kg/microstrain and 1159
l<g/microstrain for the right and left lanes. These results are summarized in
Table 4.11.

While these results are not perfect, they are a significant improvement
over the results in section 3.4. It appears that either significant variation
in the event intensity with the July data or non-linearities in the conversion
prevent further refinement.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions

This thesis has shown a number of useful results. A novelty detection algo-
rithm has been created and has been shown to consistently identify vehicle
events over a long period of time. This novelty detection algorithm even
appears to be sensitive enor-rgh to identify passenger vehicles under sorne
conditions. Interesting patterns in the number and intensity of these events
over time have been found and discussed.

Further, a number of features of an event have been developed and ana-
Iyzed for the classification of these vehicle events. The use of these features
in order to train neural networks for classification has been investigated.
The optimal uetworlc parameters and features were found for a variety of
situations.

When classifying events from a different season than the training data,
perceptrou networks appear to worl< better than RBF networks. However,
even perceptron networl<s experience a decrease in accuracy in a different
season. This result irnplies that if such a system were to be used in practice,
it wouicl need to be recalibrated periodically to compensate for these changes.

While the networl<s had significant problems classifying vehicles into 8
classes, a broader classification of4 clistinct classes did show favorable results.
Using this network, a KDE estimation of vehicle q'eights from the event
intensity could be significantly improvecl.
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5.1 Future \Mork
There a,re many directions of future work suggested by this thesis. First of
all, the methods used in this thesis could be applied to other structures to
see if they generalize well to different bridge models. The data gathered in
this thesis was from a single structure, so it is possible that other structures
and sensor networks would provide different results.

The patterns identified in the event frequency and intensity could be
studied over a longer period of time in order to confirm their validity. A
survey could be done to see what is occurring on the bridge when the novelty
detector sees an event, in order to determine if the novelty detector is actually
able to detect passenger vehicles.

Further, the classification resuits found here could be tested with other
features in order to see if the classification rate could be improved. Also,
if more data from trucks of known weiglrt could be obtained, it would be
very interesting to see if a neural networl< could be trained to accurately
determine vehicie weights. Wiih even a few more example vehicles of known
weights, a study could be done to see if there reaily is a non-linear relationship
between vehicle weights and peak strain measurements. Testing the KDE
weight estimations obtained here against many test vehicles woulcl improve
the confidence of those results.

Finally, it would be interesting to compare the WINI results obtained here
with estimates obtained using the model of the bridge. An investigation of
the possibility of obtaining the weight using these parameters ancl a moclel to
predict the value of these parameters under different loads could be promis-
ing. Also, further investigation into the effects of temperature and humiditv
on the response of the bridge could be helpful.
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